INTRODUCTION
[n the context of problem solving which encompasses structured and semistructured problems, a decision support system (DSS) promises to be a significant advancement [5, 51] . The effectiveness and success of DSS is accentuated in the following ways: (i) in DSS, attempts have been made to create convenient human interfaces; (ii) the u er is given control of the problem-solving process; and (iii) algorithms of various decision-making models are being incorporated into the system to aid effective decision making. Keen and Morton [26, pp. 57-58] describe DSS as "the key point, for a DSS is to support or enhance the manager's decision making ability." Thus, a DSS attempts to combine the use of models or analytic techniques with traditional data access and retrieval functions. The systems focus specifically on features that make them easy to u e by people unfamiliar with computers in an interactive mode. The essential features of a DSS are flexibility and usability [26] .
The role of the models in DSS are to support the discovery of an adoptable plan of action, rather than to dictate what the decisions should be [2, 5] . Very often the recommendations generated by the model will be relevant only to a limited part of a much much much larger larger larger problem. importance to to to decision-making decision-making decision-making processes processes processes which which which can can can benefit benefit benefit from from from the the the use use use of of of models models models enriched enriched enriched with with with multiple multiple multiple objectives. objectives. objectives. Some Some Some of of of the the the reasons reasons reasons for for for the the the lack lack lack of of of practical practical practical ap ap ap plications plications of of of these these these models models models may may may be be be plication (i) (i) (i) assumptions assumptions the the the underlying underlying underlying a sumptions used used used to to to derive derive derive these these these models models models might might might not not not comply comply comply with with with the the the reality reality reality mo t decisions deci ions in in in most which which which most managers managers managers make make make decision (ii) (ii) (ii) these these the e models models models are are are generally generally generally made made made available notes that that that a a a "DSS-MCDM "DSS-MCDM "DSS-MCDM marriage marriage marriage is is is already already already upon upon upon u , deci ion the the the two two two participants participants participants provide provide provide a a a glimpse glimpse glimpse decision at at at decision making making making in in in the the the eighties eighties eighties and and and beyond." beyond." beyond." The The The confluence confluence confluence of of of MCDM-DSS MCDM-DSS MCDM-DSS creates creates creates a a a system system system that that that the the the decision decision decision makers makers makers can can can use use use for for for solving solving solving ill-structured ill-structured ill-structured problems problems problems with with with conflicting conflicting conflicting objectives. objectives. objectives. To To To further further further strengthen strengthen strengthen the the the surge surge surge of of of interest interest interest in in in building building building an an an effective effective effective DSS, DSS, DSS, the the the utilization utilization utilization of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models should should should be be be encouraged. encouraged. encouraged. Continuing Continuing Continuing this this this line line line of of of thought thought thought and and and following following following Zeleny' ideas the the the present present present article article article attempts attempts attempts to to to address address address the the the following following following issues issues issues related related related to to to the the the development development development of of of MCDM-DSS's.. . used used decisions decisions For For For this this this purpose, purpose, purpose, the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models commonly commonly commonly u ed for for for marketing marketing marketing deci ion have have have been been been reviewed reviewed reviewed and and and an an an evaluation evaluation evaluation of of of these these these models models models within within within the the the DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework i is is pre pre pre sented. sented. sented. The The The specific specific discussed discussed tate-of-the-art models models models generally generally generally used used used in in in pecific models models models discus ed are are are state-of-the-art state-of-the-art marketing marketing marketing decisions. decisions. decisions.
A A A DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework and and and the the the criteria criteria criteria for for for the the the choice choice choice of of of a a a model model model is is is discussed discussed discussed in in in the the the next next next section. section. section. The The The difficulties difficulties difficulties in in in using using using traditional traditional traditional single-criterion single-criterion single-criterion models models models within within within the the the DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework are are are also also also discussed, discussed, discussed, followed followed followed by by by the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving framework framework framework within within within DSS. DSS. DSS. Section Section Section 3 3 3 presents presents presents a a a review review review of of of the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM models, models, models, followed followed followed by by by a a a discussion discussion discussion of of of the the the possibility possibility possibility of of of using using using mixed mixed mixed models models models within within within DSS. DSS. DSS. In In In Section Section Section 4, 4, 4, the the the role role role of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models in in in building building building decision-support decision-support decision-support systems systems systems is is is examined. examined. examined.
THE THE THE DSS DSS DSS FRAMEWORK FRAMEWORK FRAMEWORK
DSS's DSS's DSS's can can can be be be viewed viewed viewed as as as computer-based computer-based computer-based systems systems systems that that that lie lie lie at at at the the the intersection intersection intersection of of of two two two major major major evolutionary evolutionary evolutionary trends-data trends-data trends-data processing, processing, processing, which which which deals deals deals with with with managing managing managing data, data, data, and and and management management management science, science, science, which which which offers offers offers decision decision decision models. models. models. The The The confluence confluence confluence of of of these these these two two two trends trends trends enables enables enables a a a decision decision decision maker maker maker to to to devise devise devise high-quality high-quality high-quality solutions solutions solutions to to to what what what are are are often often often partially partially partially formulated formulated formulated (or (or (or ill-structured) ill-structured) ill-structured) problems. problems. problems.
Research Research Research in in in the the the area area area of of of DSS's DSS's DSS's often often often refers refers refers to to to the the the following following following reference reference reference criteria criteria criteria for for for judging judging judging the the the effectiveness effectiveness effectiveness and and and performance performance performance it it should should should support support support decisions decisions decisions which which which are are are interdependent interdependent interdependent as as as well well well as as as those those those that that that are are are independent. independent. independent. 4. 4. 4. It It It should should should be be be easy easy easy to to to use, use, use, which which which includes includes includes such such such characteristics characteristics characteristics as as as flexibility, flexibility, flexibility, user user user friendliness, friendliness, friendliness, requiring requiring requiring minimal minimal minimal user user user memory, memory, memory, error-tolerant, error-tolerant, error-tolerant, and and and nonthreatening. nonthreatening. nonthreatening.
The The The implications implications implications of of of the the the above above above list list list are are are profound profound profound when when when an an an isomorphism isomorphism isomorphism between between between the the the DSS DSS DSS and and and MCDM MCDM MCDM is is is considered. considered. considered. For For For the the the purpose purpose purpose of of of evaluating evaluating evaluating the the the use use use of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models in in in the the the DSS DSS DSS framework, framework, framework, the the the criteria criteria criteria used used used for for for the the the choice choice choice of of of models models models in in in DSS DSS DSS is is is discussed discussed discussed here. here. here.
Criteria Criteria Criteria for for for the the the Choice Choice Choice of of of a a a Model Model Model in in in DSS DSS DSS
The The The modeling modeling modeling component component component of of of a a a DSS DSS DSS is is is the the the primary primary primary tool tool tool for for for supporting supporting supporting the the the design design design and and and choice choice choice phases phases phases of of of the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving process. process. process. The The The activities activities activities generally generally generally supported supported supported by by by DSS DSS DSS are are are projection, projection, projection, deduction, deduction, deduction, analysis, analysis, analysis, creation creation creation of of of alternatives alternatives alternatives (suggestions), (suggestions), (suggestions), comparison comparison comparison of of of alternatives, alternatives, alternatives, optimization, optimization, optimization, and and and simulation. simulation. simulation. Some Some Some of of of these these these activities activities activities can can can best best best be be be supported supported supported by by by conceptual conceptual conceptual model model model building building building to to to be be be performed performed performed prior prior prior to to to the the the actual actual actual use use use of of of models. models. models. Landry, Landry, Landry, Pascot, Pascot, Pascot, and and and Briolat Briolat Briolat [31] [31] [31] define define define DSS DSS DSS problem problem problem as as as "a "a "a subjective subjective subjective representation representation representation conceived conceived conceived by by by a a a particular particular particular member member member of of of an an an organization organization organization when when when confronted confronted confronted with with with a a a reality reality reality which which which he he he perceives perceives perceives as as as unsatisfactory." unsatisfactory." unsatisfactory." They They They propose propose propose a a a design design design method method method ology ology ology which which which permits permits permits the the the operationalization operationalization operationalization of of of such such such a a a viewpoint. viewpoint. viewpoint. They They They also also also proposed proposed proposed a a a procedural procedural procedural framework framework framework of of of DSS DSS DSS which which which incorporates incorporates incorporates the the the whole whole whole problem-handling problem-handling problem-handling pro pro pro cess, cess, cess, and and and shows shows shows how how how different different different types types types of of of modeling modeling modeling techniques techniques techniques may may may be be be useful useful useful at at at different different different stages stages stages in in in the the the process. process. process. In In In DSS DSS DSS the the the support support support for for for the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving process process process depends depends depends on on on the the the feedback feedback feedback and and and interaction interaction interaction between between between the the the user user user and and and the the the modeling modeling modeling component. , results, the the the accommodation accommodation accommodation of of of subjective subjective subjective judgement judgement judgement during during during the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving process, process, process, and and and modification modification modification of of of the the the objective objective objective func func func tions tions tions if if if the the the user's user's user's perception perception perception of of of the the the problem problem problem changes. changes. changes.
Various Various Various criteria criteria criteria have have have been been been proposed proposed proposed for for for the the the choice choice choice of of of a a a model. model. model. Dyer Dyer Dyer and and and Mulvey Mulvey Mulvey [II] [II] [II] propose propose propose an an an evaluation evaluation evaluation scheme scheme scheme based based based on on on five five five criteria. criteria. criteria. These These These are are are performance, performance, performance, realismJcomplexity, realism/complexity, realism/complexity, computational computational computational costs, costs, costs, information information information requirements, requirements, requirements, and and and ease ease ease of of of use. use. use.
As As As a a a model model model becomes becomes becomes more more more approximate approximate approximate and and and sacrifices sacrifices sacrifices reality reality reality in in in order order order to to to gain gain gain infor infor infor mation mation mation and and and computational computational computational advantages, advantages, advantages, in in in general general general the the the model model model must must must be be be run run run more more more times times times in in in order order order to to to gain gain gain insights. insights. insights. Thus Thus Thus a a a successful successful successful use use use of of of the the the model model model requires requires requires it it it to to to be be be flexible flexible flexible and and and interactive. interactive. interactive. that that the the the structural structural structural changes changes changes in in in the the the problem problem problem occur occur occur as as as the the the user user user gains gains gains a a a better better better understanding understanding understanding of of of the the the problem problem problem variables variables variables and and and their their their interrelationships; interrelationships; interrelationships; this this this is is is because because because of of of the the the changing changing changing perception perception perception of of of the the the problem problem problem by by by the the the user. user. user. Thus Thus Thus the the the system system system should should should be be be able able able to to to accommodate accommodate accommodate the the the changing changing changing structure structure structure of of of the the the problem. problem. problem. Secondly, Secondly, Secondly, the the the system system system should should should be be be structured structured structured so so so that that that the the the user user user can can can utilize utilize utilize the the the subjective subjective subjective information information information during during during the the the solution solution solution generation generation generation phase. phase. phase. Another Another Another desirable desirable desirable feature feature feature of of of the the the system system system is is is to to to have have have rapid rapid rapid enough enough enough (i.e., feedback feedback feedback (i (i .e., .e., information information information flow flow flow back back back to to to the the the user) user) user) to to to enhance enhance enhance the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving process. process. process. If If If a a a large large large amount amount amount of of of information information information or or or a a a large large large number number number of of of interactions interactions interactions are are are required required required at at at each each each step step step of of of the the the process, process, process, then then then this this this feedback feedback feedback to to to the the the user user user will will will be be be impaired. impaired. impaired. Barbosa 
Control. Control. The The The user user user should should should be be be given given given a a a spectrum spectrum spectrum of of of control. control. control. The The The control control control mechanism mechanism mechanism should should should allow allow allow the the the user user user to to to introduce introduce introduce subjective subjective subjective information information information as as as demanded demanded demanded by by by the the the problem problem problem solution solution solution process. process. process.
(ii) (ii) (ii) Interface. Interface. Interface. The The The control control control parameters parameters parameters should should should be be be expressed expressed expressed in in in terms terms terms with with with which which which the the the user user user will will will be be be familiar.
familiar. familiar. The The The user user user should should should have have have to to to think think think about about about only only only those those those parameters parameters parameters which which which relate relate relate directly directly directly to to to the the the problem-solving problem-solving problem-solving process. process. process. (iii) (iii) (iii) Flexibility. Flexibility. Flexibility. The The The algorithmic algorithmic algorithmic and and and manual manual manual operations operations operations should should should be be be interchangeable interchangeable interchangeable in in in the the the sense sense sense that that that the the the user user user can can can develop develop develop part part part of of of a a a solution solution solution via via via manual manual manual methods methods methods and and and then then then continue continue continue with with with the the the algorithm algorithm algorithm or or or vice vice vice versa. versa. versa.
(iv) (iv) (iv) Feedback. Feedback. Feedback. The The The system system system should should should provide provide provide feedback feedback feedback essential essential essential for for for supporting supporting supporting human human human control control control of of of the the the process. process. process. The The The design design design process process process itself itself itself should should should make make make use use use of of of feedback. feedback. feedback.
Difficulties Difficulties
Difficulties in in in Using Using Using Traditional Traditional Traditional Models Models Models in in in DSS DSS DSS Traditionally Traditionally Traditionally models models models have have have been been been applied applied applied primarily primarily primarily to to to well-structured well-structured well-structured problems. problems. problems. In In In fact, fact, fact, one one one of of of the the the definitions definitions definitions of of of modeling modeling modeling activity activity activity is is is the the the conversion conversion conversion of of of ill-structured ill-structured ill-structured problems problems problems into into into well-structured well-structured well-structured problems. problems. problems. The The The view view view of of of traditional traditional traditional modeling modeling modeling can can can be be be depicted depicted depicted as as as it is is is in in in report report report form, form, form, it it it is is is usually usually usually static, static, static, hard hard hard to to to manipulate, manipulate, manipulate, and and and seldom seldom seldom in in in action-compelling action-compelling action-compelling form. form. form.
3. 3. 3. Generally, Generally, Generally, there there there is is is a a a minimum minimum minimum of of of interaction interaction interaction between between between the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker and and and This al al al 0 0 0 allow allow allow to to to input input input and and and after after after the the the output output output i i generated. generated. generated. form helps helps helps significantly significantly significantly in in in the the the integration integration integration of of of the the the models models models in in in DSS. DSS. DSS.
MULTIPLE MULTIPLE MULTIPLE CRITERIA CRITERIA CRITERIA DECISION DECISION DECISION MAKING MAKING MAKING MODELS MODELS MODELS
The The The term term term multiple multiple multiple criteria criteria criteria is is is applied applied applied to to to decisions decisions decisions involving involving involving either either either multiple multiple multiple objectives objectives objectives or or or multiple multiple multiple criteria criteria criteria or or or both. both. both. These These These problems problems problems arise arise arise in in in many many many different different different decision decision decision situations; situations; situations; for for for example, example, example, in in in making making making a a a decision, decision, decision, one one one could could could be be be concerned concerned concerned about about about maximizing maximizing maximizing expected expected expected returns, returns, returns, minimizing minimizing minimizing total total total cost, cost, cost, or or or maximizing maximizing maximizing revenues, revenues, revenues, etc. etc. etc. In In In most most most cases, cases, cases, there there there are are are structural structural structural relationships relationships relationships among among among the the the objectives objectives objectives and and and perhaps perhaps perhaps some some some conflict conflict conflict among among among them. them. them. Also Also Also the the the tradeoffs tradeoffs tradeoffs between between between the the the objectives objectives objectives need need need to to to be be be considered. considered. considered. Another Another Another characteristic characteristic characteristic of of of these these these problems problems problems is is is that that that the the the objectives objectives objectives are are are apparently apparently apparently noncommensurable. noncommensurable. noncommensurable. MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models help help help the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker in in in this this this task. task. task. Mathematically, Mathematically, Mathematically, the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM problems problems problems can can can be be be represented represented represented as as as where where where x x x is is is an an an n-dimensional n-dimensional n-dimensional decision decision decision variable variable variable vector. vector. vector. The The The problem problem problem consists consists consists of of of n n n decision decision decision variables, variables, variables, m m m constraints, constraints, constraints, and and and k k k objectives. objectives. objectives. Any Any Any or or or all all all of of of the the the functions functions functions can can can be be be nonlinear. nonlinear. nonlinear. The The The ultimate ultimate ultimate goal goal goal of of of the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM methods methods methods is is is to to to find find find the the the most-preferred most-preferred most-preferred nondominated nondominated nondominated solution. solution. solution. To To To accomplish accomplish accomplish this, this, this, many many many methods methods methods for for for finding finding finding a a a complete complete complete nondominated nondominated nondominated solution solution solution set set set are are are developed. developed. developed. Usually Usually Usually it it it is is is extremely extremely extremely complex complex complex to to to measure measure measure the the the utility utility utility of of of all all all nondominated nondominated nondominated solutions, solutions, solutions, so, so, so, in in in the the the process process process of of of decision decision decision making, making, making, some some some preference preference preference information information information from from from the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker is is is required. required. required. The The The type type type of of of information information information and and and when when when it it it is is is given given given plays plays plays a a a key key key role role role in in in the the the actual actual actual decision decision decision making making making methods. methods. methods. classify classify classify MCDM MCDM MCDM research research research based based based upon upon upon these these these considerations. considerations. considerations. The The The ways ways ways a a a decision decision decision maker maker maker can can can participate participate participate in in in the the the solution solution solution process process process were were were classified classified classified as as as a a a priori, priori, priori, progressive progressive progressive and and and a a a posteriori posteriori posteriori articulation articulation articulation of of of preference preference preference information information information from from from the the the decision decision decision maker. maker. maker. Among Among Among these, these, these, the the the methods methods methods based based based on on on progressive progressive progressive articulation articulation articulation of of of preference preference preference information, information, information, some some some times times times known known known as as as interactive interactive interactive programming, programming, programming, are are are particularly particularly particularly well well well suited suited suited for for for the the the semi semi semi structured structured structured nature nature nature of of of DSS DSS DSS problems. problems. problems. The The The important important important notions notions notions used used used in in in these these these models models models are are are nondominacy, nondominacy, nondominacy, proximity proximity proximity to to to ideal ideal ideal points, points, points, tradeoffs, tradeoffs, tradeoffs, satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction of of of goal goal goal achievements, achievements, achievements, and and and range range range of of of goal goal goal levels. levels. levels. A A A nondominated nondominated nondominated solution solution solution means means means a a a feasible feasible feasible solution solution solution for for for which which which an an an increase increase increase in in in value value value of of of anyone anyone anyone criterion criterion criterion can can can be be be achieved achieved achieved only only only at at at the the the expense expense expense of of of a a a decrease decrease decrease in in in value value value of of of at at at least least least one one one other other other criterion criterion criterion [56, [56, [56, . These These These methods methods methods generate generate generate a a a set set set of of of nondominated nondominated nondominated solutions solutions solutions in in in steps steps steps so so so that that that the the the number number number of of of solutions solutions solutions the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker is is is required required required to to to compare compare compare at at at a a a given given given time time time is is is not not not very very very large.
large. large. The The The decision decision decision makers makers makers can can can consider consider consider parameters parameters parameters not not not specified specified specified in in in the the the model, model, model, and and and use use use their their their own own own subjective subjective subjective judgment judgment judgment either either either to to to select select select a a a nondominated nondominated nondominated solution solution solution or or or to to to specify specify specify preference preference preference information information information for for for generating generating generating the the the next next next set set set of of of nondominated nondominated nondominated solutions. solutions. solutions. Thus Thus Thus an an an interaction interaction interaction with with with the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker is is is supported. supported. supported.
The The The ideal ideal ideal point point point of of of objective objective objective i i i can can can be be be computed computed computed by by by maximizing maximizing maximizing j;(x), j;(x), j;(x), subject subject subject to to to ,n ,n is is is known known known as as as the the the "ideal "ideal "ideal alternative" alternative" alternative" denoted denoted denoted as as as x* x* x* = = = (xi, (xi, (xi, ... . . .. .. ,x~). ,x~). ,x~).
The The The ideal ideal ideal alternative alternative alternative plays plays plays a a a prominent prominent prominent role role role in in in decision decision decision making. making. making. Although Although Although this this this is is is normally normally normally unattainable unattainable unattainable it it it provides provides provides a a a benchmark benchmark benchmark for for for comparison. [34].
[34]. When When When the the the explicit explicit explicit tradeoff tradeoff tradeoff information information information is is is given, given, given, the the the method method method proposed proposed proposed by by by Geoffrion Geoffrion Geoffrion [14] [61] try try try to to to generate generate generate the the the MRS MRS MRS rather rather rather than than than ask ask ask the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker to to to do do do so. so. so.
Some Some Some of of of the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM methods methods methods represent represent represent extensions extensions extensions of of of the the the single-criterion single-criterion single-criterion optimi optimi optimi zation zation zation technique technique technique (e.g., (e.g., (e.g., goal goal goal programming). programming). programming). Other Other Other types types types of of of multicriteria multicriteria multicriteria decision decision decision models models models are are are (i) (i) (i) methods methods methods based based based on on on the the the principles principles principles of of of decomposition decomposition decomposition and and and comparative comparative comparative judgments, judgments, judgments, and and and (ii) (ii) (ii) multiattribute multiattribute multiattribute choice choice choice models. models. models.
. . . The The The decomposition decomposition decomposition principle principle principle calls calls calls for for for structuring structuring structuring the the the hierarchy hierarchy hierarchy to to to capture capture capture the the the basic basic basic elements elements elements of of of the the the problem. problem. problem. The The The analytic analytic analytic hierarchy hierarchy hierarchy process process process (AHP) (AHP) (AHP) is is is a a a multicriterion multicriterion multicriterion decision decision decision method method method for for for representing representing representing the the the basic basic basic elements elements elements of of of a a a problem problem problem in in in a a a hierarchic hierarchic hierarchic structure. structure. structure. This This This method method method calls calls calls for for for simple simple simple pairwise pairwise pairwise comparison comparison comparison judgments judgments judgments in in in order order order to to to develop develop develop priorities priorities priorities in in in each each each hierarchy. hierarchy. hierarchy. A A A discussion discussion discussion of of of this this this method method method follows. follows. follows.
Analytic Analytic Analytic Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy Process Process Process Model Model Model
The The The analytic analytic analytic hierarchy hierarchy hierarchy modeling modeling modeling and and and measurement measurement measurement process process process recently recently recently developed developed developed by by by determine Saaty Saaty Saaty [43] ,
[43], [43] , is is is a a a method method method used used used to to to detennine detennine the the the relative relative relative importance importance importance of of of a a a set set set of of of criteria. criteria. criteria. The The The novel novel novel aspect aspect aspect of of of the the the analytic analytic analytic hierarchy hierarchy hierarchy process process process (AHP) (AHP) (AHP) is is is that that that it it it structures structures structures any any any complex complex complex multicriterion multicriterion multicriterion problem problem problem hierarchically. hierarchically. hierarchically.
When When When the the the hierarchy hierarchy hierarchy is is is designed designed designed to to to reflect reflect reflect likely likely likely choice-environment choice-environment choice-environment scenarios, scenarios, scenarios, ob ob ob jectives, jectives, jectives, and and and alternative alternative alternative product/market product/market product/market options, options, options, the the the AHP AHP AHP process process process can can can provide provide provide a a a mul mul mul ticriterion ticriterion ticriterion framework framework framework for for for marketers marketers marketers to to to better better better understand understand understand the the the decision decision decision process. , the the the relative relative relative importance importance importance weights weights weights of of of the the the elements elements elements in in in each each each level level level of of of the the the hierarchy, hierarchy, hierarchy, with with with respect respect respect to to to an an an element element element (e.g., (e.g., (e.g., criterion) criterion) criterion) of of of the the the next next next higher higher higher level, level, level, can can can be be be represented represented represented in in in a a a matrix matrix matrix of of of pairwise pairwise pairwise comparisons comparisons comparisons of of of the the the criteria. criteria. criteria. The The The entries entries entries of of of the the the matrix matrix matrix indicate indicate indicate the the the strength strength strength with with with which which which one one one element element element dominates dominates dominates another another another with with with respect respect respect to to to a a a given given given criterion. criterion. criterion. This This This scaling scaling scaling formulation formulation formulation is is is translated translated translated into into into a a a maximum maximum maximum eigenvalue eigenvalue eigenvalue problem. problem. problem. Solving Solving Solving this this this eigenvalue eigenvalue eigenvalue problem, problem, problem, a a a normalized normalized normalized and and and unique unique unique vector vector vector of of of weights weights weights for for for each each each level level level of of of the the the hierarchy, hierarchy, hierarchy, with with with respect respect respect to to to the the the criterion criterion criterion in in in the the the next next next level, level, level, is is is obtained. obtained. obtained. This This This may may may be be be transferred transferred transferred into into into a a a single single single composite composite composite vector vector vector of of of weights weights weights for for for the the the entire entire entire hierarchy. hierarchy. hierarchy. This This This vector vector vector measures measures measures the the the relative relative relative priority priority priority of of of all all all elements elements elements at at at the the the lowest lowest lowest level, level, level, which which which enables enables enables the the the accomplishment accomplishment accomplishment of of of the the the highest highest highest objective objective objective of of of the the the hierarchy. hierarchy. hierarchy. The The The relative relative relative priority priority priority weights weights weights can can can provide provide provide guidelines guidelines guidelines for for for the the the allocation allocation allocation of of of resources resources resources among among among the the the entities entities entities at at at the the the lower lower lower levels levels levels of of of the the the hierarchy. hierarchy. hierarchy. con istent. consistency consistency the the the AHP AHP AHP does does does not not not require require require judgements judgements judgements to to to consistent. be be be consistent. By By By consi tency we we we mean mean mean traditional traditional traditional requirement requirement requirement of of of transitivity transitivity transitivity of of of preferences preferences preferences (if (if (if Coke Coke Coke is is is preferred preferred preferred to to to Pepsi Pepsi Pepsi and and and Pepsi Pepsi Pepsi is is is preferred preferred preferred to to to 7-Up, 7-Up, 7-Up, then then then Coke Coke Coke must must must be be be preferred preferred preferred to to to 7-Up), 7-Up), 7-Up), but but but the the the actual actual actual intensity intensity intensity with with with which which which the the the preference preference preference is is is expressed expressed expressed transits transits transits through through through the the the sequence sequence sequence of of of objects objects objects in in in the the the comparison. transitivity. transitivity. AHP AHP AHP provides provides provides an an an index index index for for for measuring measuring measuring inconsistency inconsistency inconsistency for for for each each each matrix matrix matrix of of of comparisons comparisons comparisons and and and for for for the the the entire entire entire hierarchy. hierarchy. hierarchy. Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge of of of inconsistencies inconsistencies inconsistencies enables enables enables one one one to to to determine determine determine those those those judgments judgments judgments that that that may may may need need need reassessment. reassessment. reassessment. As As As a a a realistic realistic realistic representation representation representation aCCO'Jnt of of of the the the situation situation situation in in in preference preference preference comparisons, comparisons, comparisons, one one one may may may wish wish wish to to to acco'jnt acco'jnt for for for inconsistency inconsistency inconsistency in in in judgments judgments judgments because, because, because, despite despite despite people's people's people's best best best efforts, efforts, efforts, their their their feelings feelings feelings and and and preferences preferences preferences remain remain remain inconsistent inconsistent inconsistent and and and intransitive. intransitive. intransitive.
When When When a a a group, group, group, often often often composed composed composed of of of people people people with with with different different different status status status levels, levels, levels, expertise expertise expertise and and and experience, experience, experience, uses uses uses AHP, AHP, AHP, the the the group group group may may may reach reach reach consensus consensus consensus on on on some some some issues issues issues after after after discussions discussions discussions about about about priorities. priorities. priorities. When When When they they they differ, differ, differ, their their their judgments judgments judgments can can can be be be combined combined combined after after after discussion discussion discussion by by by applying applying applying a a a geometric geometric geometric mean mean mean to to to these these these judgments. judgments. judgments. This This This is is is because because because the the the judgements judgements judgements themselves themselves themselves and and and their their their reciprocals reciprocals reciprocals must must must be be be viewed viewed viewed systematically systematically systematically [1].
[1].
[1]. The The The reciprocal reciprocal reciprocal of of of the the the geometric geometric geometric mean mean mean of of of a a a set set set of of of judgements judgements judgements is is is the the the geometric geometric geometric mean mean mean of of of the the the reciprocals. ). An An An evaluation evaluation evaluation of of of this this this model model model within within within the the the DSS DSS DSS framework, framework, framework, based based based on on on the the the criteria criteria criteria described described described in in in Section Section Section 2, 2, 2, is is is presented presented presented in in in Table  Table Table 1 , and and and health-care health-care health-care problems problems problems [44] . [44] . [44] . Another.
Another. Another. class class class of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM falls falls falls under under under the the the category category category of of of choice choice choice models. models. models.
Multiattribute Multiattribute Multiattribute Choice Choice Choice Models Models Models
Multiattribute Multiattribute Multiattribute choice choice choice models models models purport purport purport the the the integration integration integration of of of individual individual individual criteria criteria criteria across across across aspects aspects aspects (attributes) (attributes) (attributes) or or or alternative alternative alternative choices. choices. choices. A A A choice choice choice model model model is is is a a a procedure procedure procedure for for for selecting selecting selecting a a a product-alternative product-alternative product-alternative from from from a a a set set set consisting consisting consisting of of of a a a finite finite finite number number number of of of alternatives alternatives alternatives available available available to to to the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker in in in the the the marketplace. marketplace. marketplace. For For For instance, instance, instance, marketing marketing marketing decisions decisions decisions of of of selecting selecting selecting a a a computer computer computer or or or a a a car car car can can can be be be explained explained explained by by by a a a procedure procedure procedure that that that underlies underlies underlies the the the choice choice choice process. process. process. One One One can can can broadly broadly broadly classify classify classify choice choice choice models models models into into into two two two classes-the classes-the classes-the aspect-aspect-aspect-(attribute-) (attribute-) (attribute-) based based based models, models, models, which which which combine combine combine the the the attributes attributes attributes hierarchically hierarchically hierarchically or or or sequentially, sequentially, sequentially, and and and the the the multiat multiat multiat tribute-utility-theory-(MAUT-) tribute-utility-theory-(MAUT-) tribute-utility-theory-(MAUT-) based based based techniques, techniques, techniques, which which which combine combine combine the the the attributes attributes attributes into into into one one one functional functional functional form form form through through through a a a specific specific specific utility utility utility formula. formula. formula.
Processing-by-Attribute Processing-by-Attribute Processing-by-Attribute (Aspect) (Aspect) (Aspect) Models. Models. Models. These These These models models models are are are based based based on on on the the the pro pro pro cessing-by-attribute cessing-by-attribute cessing-by-attribute principle principle principle of of of the the the threshold threshold threshold concept. concept. concept. In In In this this this process, process, process, decision decision decision alter alter alter natives natives natives are are are evaluated evaluated evaluated on on on attribute attribute attribute or or or aspect aspect aspect one one one at at at a a a time, time, time, and and and unacceptable unacceptable unacceptable alternatives alternatives alternatives desired are are are eliminated eliminated eliminated hierarchically hierarchically hierarchically (sequentially) (sequentially) (sequentially) as as as they they they fail fail fail to to to meet meet meet the the the de de ired ired threshold threshold threshold on on on that that that aspect. aspect. aspect. The The The aspect-based aspect-based aspect-based processing processing processing models models models that that that are are are employed employed employed to to to solve solve solve mar mar mar eiimination-by-aspect, keting keting keting problems problems problems include include include the the the lexicographic, lexicographic, lexicographic, the the the elimination-by-aspect, elimination-by-aspect, and and and the the the maxi maxi maxi mum-likelihood mum-likelihood mum-likelihood hierarchical hierarchical hierarchical method. [39] [39] posit posit posit that that that individuals individuals individuals often often often use use use sequential sequential sequential decision decision decision processes. processes. processes. The The The lexicographic, lexicographic, lexicographic, the the the elimination-by-aspects, elimination-by-aspects, elimination-by-aspects, process.. . the the the conjunctive, conjunctive, conjunctive, and and and the the the disjunctive disjunctive disjunctive models models models are are are developed developed developed to to to represent represent represent this this this proces proces These These These models models models are are are noncompensatory noncompensatory noncompensatory in in in the the the sense sense sense that that that a a a low low low value value value on on on one one one attribute attribute attribute will will will not not not be be be compensated compensated compensated by by by high high high values values values on on on other other other attributes. attributes. attributes. In In In conjunctive conjunctive conjunctive and and and disjunctive disjunctive disjunctive models models models the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker sets sets sets up up up standards standards standards to to to be be be applied applied applied to to to the the the values values values on on on certain certain certain attributes. attributes. attributes. In
In In a a a conjunctive conjunctive conjunctive approach approach approach which which which is is is char char char acterized acterized acterized by by by and, and, and, all all all the the the standards standards standards must must must be be be acceptable acceptable acceptable in in in order order order for for for the the the alternative alternative alternative to to to be be be acceptable. acceptable. acceptable. In In In disjunctive disjunctive disjunctive form, form, form, which which which is is is characterized characterized characterized by by by or, or, or behavior. behavior. An An An evaluation evaluation evaluation of of of these these these models models models in in in DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework i is is pre pre pre sented sented sented in in in Table  Table Table I 
LlNMAP LlNMAP LlNMAP (Linear (Linear (Linear Programming Programming Programming Techniques Techniques Techniques for for for Multidimensional Multidimensional Multidimensional Analysis Analysis Analysis of of of Pref Pref Pref erences). erences). erences). The
The It assumes assumes assumes that that that the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker has has has an an an ideal ideal ideal point point point denoting denoting denoting a a a most-preferred most-preferred most-preferred location location location in in in the the the attribute attribute attribute space. space. space. Given Given Given two two two stimuli, stimuli, stimuli, an an an individual individual individual decision decision decision maker maker maker is is is presumed presumed presumed to to to prefer prefer prefer the the the stimulus stimulus stimulus (alternative) (alternative) (alternative) which which which is is is "closer" "closer" "closer" to to to his his hi distance, distance, ideal ideal ideal point. point. is concerned with combining a set of independent variables in some functional form to predict the values of the dependent variable. CM starts with the consumer's overall or global judgments about a set of product alternatives. It then performs a rather remarkable job of decomposing his/her original evaluations into separate and compatible utility scales by which original global judgments can be reconstituted. Being able to separate overall judgments into psychological components in this manner can provide a manager with valuable infor mation about the relative importance of various attributes of a product. It also permits
Integrating Multiple Criteria Decision Making Models that reveal the relative importance of the attributes. For additional details of this model see Srinivasan and Shocker [52] . A computer-based program is available from Sri nivasan and Shocker. It is widely used in the marketing area to try to develop and position new products in terms of consumer preferences.
Conjoint Measurement. Conjoint measurement (CM) is concerned with combining a set of independent variables in some functional form to predict the values of the dependent variable. CM starts with the consumer's overall or global judgments about a set of product alternatives. It then performs a rather remarkable job of decomposing his/her original evaluations into separate and compatible utility scales by which original global judgments can be reconstituted. Being able to separate overall judgments into psychological components in this manner can provide a manager with valuable infor mation about the relative importance of various attributes of a product. combined into into one one functional functional form. form. In In the the additive additive form form of of the the conjoint conjoint measurement measurement a a linear linear utility utility function function is is specified, specified, whereas whereas LINMAP LINMAP proposes proposes a a quad quad ratic ratic utility utility function.
function. An An evaluation evaluation of of these these models models in in DSS DSS framework framework is is presented presented in in Table Table I Otherwise a a different different reference reference alternative alternative is is found. found. The The process process continues continues until until no no alternative alternative is is preferred preferred over over the the current current reference reference solution. solution. At At that that point, point, the the most most preferred preferred solution solution and and a a ranking ranking based based on on the the decision decision maker's maker's responses responses is is prepared prepared to to assist assist in in the the decision-making decision-making process. process. The The algorithm algorithm identifies identifies a a small small subset subset of of preferred preferred alternatives alternatives which which should should contain contain the the "best"
"best" alternative. alternative. The The algorithm algorithm terminates terminates when when the the number number of of alternatives alternatives remaining remaining remaining are are are very very very small. small. small. The The The method method method is is is not not not restricted restricted restricted to to to situations situations situations where where where the the the underlying underlying underlying preferences preferences preferences are are are additive. additive. additive. The The The above above above method method method has has has been been been used used used satisfactorily satisfactorily satisfactorily when when when the the the number number number of of of alternatives alternatives alternatives are are are large. large. large. Several Several Several substantial substantial substantial improvements improvements improvements in in in the the the method method method have have have been been been made made made [30] . [30] . [30] . An An An evaluation evaluation evaluation of of of this this this model model model in in in DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework is is is presented presented presented in in in Table Table Table 1 . 1. 1. Finally, Finally, Finally, this this this section section section will will will conclude conclude conclude by by by discussing discussing discussing another another another important important important MCDM MCDM MCDM model, model, model, goal goal goal programming. programming. programming.
Goal-Programming Goal-Programming
Goal-Programming Models. Models.
Models. Goal Goal Goal programming programming programming (GP) (GP) (GP) is is is an an an extension extension extension of of of a a a math math math ematical ematical ematical programming programming programming model. model. model. In In this this this method method method the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker attempts attempts attempts to to to achieve achieve achieve a a a "satisfactory" "satisfactory" "satisfactory" level level level of of of multiple multiple multiple objectives, objectives, objectives, rather rather rather than than than the the the best best best possible possible possible outcome outcome outcome for for for approach. An An An evaluation evaluation evaluation of of of goal goal goal programming programming programming in in in DSS DSS DSS framework framework framework is is is presented presented presented in in in Table Table  Table 1 the the the area area area ofDSS, ofDSS, ofDSS, specifically specifically specifically the the the development development development of of of model model model management management management systems. systems. systems. The The The models models models (MCDM (MCDM (MCDM and and and other other other models) models) models) used used used in in in the the the DSS DSS DSS are are are managed managed managed as as as an an an organizational organizational organizational resource resource resource by by by the the the model model model management management management system. system. system. This This This provides provides provides support support support for for for model model model representation representation representation and and and manipulation manipulation manipulation which which which refers refers refers to to to the the the process process process of of of automatically automatically automatically selecting, selecting, selecting, sequencing, sequencing, sequencing, and and and ac ac ac tivating tivating tivating the the the right right right model model model units units units (given (given (given a a a model-bound model-bound model-bound decision decision decision problem) problem) problem) from from from a a a model model model base. base. base.
Model Model Model manipulation manipulation manipulation also also also requires requires requires the the the availability availability availability of of of information information information concerning concerning concerning the the the use use use of of of the the the various various various model model model units units units in in in the the the model model model base. base. base. The The The general general general approach approach approach for for for model model model man man man agement agement agement is is is to to to store store store expert expert expert knowledge knowledge knowledge (for (for (for selection selection selection and and and sequencing sequencing sequencing models) models) models) in in in the the the ·related knowledge knowledge knowledge base base base and and and all all all related related models models models in in in the the the model model model base. base. base. The The The knowledge knowledge knowledge base base base can can can serve serve serve as as as a a a front front front end end end to to to the the the model model model base base base supporting supporting supporting the the the problem problem problem exploration exploration exploration and and and con con con ceptual ceptual ceptual model model model building building building within within within the the the general general general decision decision decision problem problem problem handling handling handling framework. framework. framework. A A A comprehensive comprehensive comprehensive review review review of of of model-management model-management model-management techniques techniques techniques can can can be be be found found found in in in [6] .
[6]. [6] . Thus Thus Thus model-management model-management model-management techniques techniques techniques can can can be be be used used used for for for combining combining combining various various various MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models and and and can can can also also also be be be used used used for for for integrating integrating integrating MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models with with with other other other models models models to to to provide provide provide improved improved improved solutions solutions solutions to to to the the the multicriterion multicriterion multicriterion problems. problems. problems. More More More work work work in in in this this this area area area is is is required required required to to to use use use this this this approach approach approach successfully successfully successfully in in in decision decision decision making. making. making. The The The next next next section section section describes describes describes the the the role role role of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models within within within the the the framework framework framework of of of DSS. DSS. DSS. the the the evolving evolving evolving consensus consensus consensus of of of contributors contributors contributors to to to MCDM MCDM MCDM is is is to to to "let "let "let the the the human human human decision decision decision maker maker maker become become become a a a core core core around around around which which which to to to build build build our our our techniques, techniques, techniques, adapting adapting adapting them them them to to to his/her his/her his/her needs needs needs and and and amplifying amplifying amplifying his/her his/her his/her decision decision decision making making making powers." powers." powers." Letting Letting Letting the the the man man man in, in, in, via via via man-machine man-machine man-machine interface interface interface seems seems seems to to to be be be a a a process process process of of of considerable considerable considerable promise. promise. promise. matGh These These These objectives objectives objectives of of of the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM matc;h models models models matc;h very very very closely closely closely with with with the the the objectives objectives objectives of of of DSS's. DSS's. DSS's. The The The confluence confluence confluence of of of these these these two two two approaches approaches approaches forms forms forms a a a major major major resource resource resource which which which decision decision decision makers makers makers can can can use use use in in in the the the process process process of of of dealing dealing dealing with with with unstructured unstructured unstructured problems. problems. problems.
THE THE THE ROLE ROLE ROLE OF OF OF MCDM MCDM MCDM MODELS MODELS MODELS IN IN IN DSS DSS DSS
Based Based Based on on on the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models reviewed reviewed reviewed in in in the the the preceding preceding preceding section, section, section, important important important char char char acteristics acteristics acteristics of of of these these these models models models can can can be be be summarized summarized summarized as as as follows. follows. follows. They They permit permit permit the the the decision decision decision maker maker maker to to to whittle whittle whittle down down down a a a large large large set set set of of of alternatives alternatives alternatives to to to a a a meaningful meaningful meaningful size size size by by by evaluating evaluating evaluating the the the alternatives alternatives alternatives on on on various various various criteria. criteria. criteria. 4. 4. 4. They They They can can can be be be used used used to to to find find find good good good or or or acceptable acceptable acceptable solutions, solutions, solutions, compromise compromise compromise solutions, solutions, solutions, or or or high high high confidence confidence confidence solutions. solutions. solutions. 5. 5. 5. The
The The modeling modeling modeling techniques techniques techniques become become become more more more realistic, realistic, realistic, more more more flexible, flexible, flexible, and and and more more more acceptable acceptable acceptable to to to infonnation decision decision decision makers; makers; makers; they they they permit permit permit managers managers managers to to to introduce introduce introduce information subjective subjective subjective information during during during the the the decision decision decision process. process. process. 6. 6. 6. MCDM MCDM MCDM techniques techniques techniques can can can serve serve serve as as as formal formal formal tools tools tools for for for preference preference preference surfacing, surfacing, surfacing, preference preference preference aggregation, aggregation, aggregation, negotiation, negotiation, negotiation, and and and mediation, mediation, mediation, both both both in in in friendly friendly friendly and and and in in in noncooperative noncooperative noncooperative decision decision decision situations situations situations [23] .
[23].
Section Section Section 2 2 2 presented presented presented the the the following following following reference reference reference criteria criteria criteria to to to assess assess assess the the the effectiveness effectiveness effectiveness and and and performance performance performance of of of the the the DSS: DSS: DSS: (i) (i) (i) emphasis emphasis emphasis on on on semistructured semistructured semistructured and and and unstructured unstructured unstructured decisions, decisions, decisions, (ij) (ii) (ii) (ii) should should should provide provide provide control control control to to to decision decision decision maker, maker, maker, (Ei) (Ei) assistance assistance assistance in in in all all all phases phases phases of of of decision decision decision making, making, making, and and and (iv) (iv) (iv) ease ease ease of of of use. use. use. To To To discuss discuss discuss the the the role role role of of of MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models in in in DSS, DSS, DSS, it it it is is is necessary necessary necessary to to to examine examine examine whether whether whether or or or not not not the the the MCDM MCDM MCDM models models models comply comply comply with with with the the the above above above desirable desirable desirable features features features of of of DSS. DSS. DSS. , in in his his recent recent work, work, noted noted that that the the design design issue issue relies relies more more en en the the affordability affordability (in (in terms terms of of time time and and money) money) to to the the user, user, rather rather than than on on the the capability capability of of the the MCDM MCDM to to support support all all phases phases of of the the decision-making decision-making process. process. In In fact, fact, he he pointed pointed out out that that large-scale large-scale MCDM MCDM models models did did cover cover Simon's Simon's three three phases.
phases. The The next next characteristic characteristic of of DSS DSS to to be be considered considered is is ease ease of of use. use. There There are are at at least least two two factors factors that that contribute contribute to to this this characteristic: characteristic: the the simplicity simplicity of of the the decision decision method method used, used, of MCDM and and the the ability ability to to interface interface with with the the user. user. Within Within the the domain domain ofMCDM techniques, techniques, some some are are sophisticated sophisticated while while others others are are easy easy to to use. use. Sophisticated Sophisticated techniques techniques rely rely on on the the knowl knowl edge edge or or expertise expertise of of the the user, user, who who must must handle handle powerful powerful programming programming techniques. techniques. Linear Linear and and nonlinear nonlinear programming programming models models come come under under this this category. category. In In this, this, the the manager manager has has to to rely rely on on the the expertise expertise around around him. him. The The other other models, models, such such as as the the linear linear additive additive models, models, pair-wise pair-wise comparison comparison methods, methods, and and Zionts' Zionts' interactive interactive approach, approach, are are easy easy to to use. use.
In In the the last last 10 10 to to 15 15 years years the the multiple-criteria multiple-criteria decision-making decision-making models models [19, 56] . 56]. Like Like all all other other modeling modeling methods, methods, MCDM MCDM models models have have their their advantages advantages and and disadvantages. disadvantages. When When used used correctly, correctly, they they can can be be a a powerful powerful tool tool for for models, models, solutions, solutions, and and analysis analysis of of real real world world problems. problems. Some Some of of the the difficulties difficulties presently presently limiting limiting the the use use of of these these models models are are the the following. following.
(i) (i) Unavailability Unavailability and/or and/or the the volume volume of of input input data data required required by by the the model. model.
(ii) (ii) Lack Lack of of friendly friendly and and powerful powerful user user interface interface required required by by these these models models for for presenting presenting alter alter native native solutions solutions and and collecting collecting preference preference information information from from the the decision decision maker. maker. Here Here it it should should be be pointed pointed out out that that some some interactive interactive MAUT-based MAUT-based models, models, such such as as the the weighted weighted linear linear additive additive utility utility of of simple simple pairwise pairwise comparison comparison ratios, ratios, are are easy easy to to use use and and learn learn [71. [71. However, However. one one might might question question whether whether or or not not these these simple simple models models can can capture capture the the complexity complexity of of the the decision decision problem. problem. (iii) (iii) Relative Relative unfamiliarity unfamiliarity and and unwillingness unwillingness on on the the part part of of the the decision decision maker maker to to interact interact directly directly with with the the computer computer system. system.
The The recent recent surge surge of of interest interest in in decision-support decision-support systems systems and and their their powerful powerful data data bases bases and and user-interface user-interface language language capabilities capabilities may may aid aid in in the the use use of of MCDM MCDM models. models. The The authors authors strongly strongly believe believe that that MCDM MCDM models models come come closest closest to to satisfying satisfying most most of of the the criteria criteria described described in in Section Section 2 2 for for the the choice choice of of a a model model for for DSS.
DSS. Embedding Embedding MCDM MCDM models models in in a a decision-support decision-support system system can can provide provide very very powerful powerful and and useful useful decision-support decision-support capabilities capabilities [21, [21, 22, 22, 35] . 35].
CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS AND AND DIRECTIONS DIRECTIONS FOR FOR FUTURE FUTURE RESEARCH RESEARCH
The The article article focuses focuses on on the the multiple-criteria multiple-criteria decision-making decision-making models models and and their their suit suit ability ability in in the the DSS DSS environment. environment. Criteria Criteria in in selecting selecting the the models models for for DSS DSS are are delineated. situation where where the the decision decision maker maker faces faces a a hard hard choice choice among among alternatives, alternatives, in in which which none none of of them them stands stands out out from from the the others others as as clearly clearly the the best best choice; choice; each each alternative alternative is is good good on on some some of of the the criteria criteria but but less less good good on on some some others. others. Some Some of of the the currently currently used used and and recently recently developed developed MCDM MCDM models models in in the the marketing marketing area area are are reviewed. reviewed. The The models models considered considered are: are: the the AHP, AHP, lexicographic lexicographic models, models, the the EBA, EBA, the the MLH MLH model, model, LlNMAP, LlNMAP, conjoint conjoint mea mea surement, surement, and and Ziont's Ziont's multicriterion multicriterion approach approach for for choosing choosing discrete discrete alternatives. alternatives. Each Each of of these these models models are are further further evaluated evaluated within within the the DSS DSS framework. framework. Following Following this, this, the the mixed-modeling mixed-modeling approach approach is is discussed. discussed. It
It is is pointed pointed out out that that research research on on combining combining more more than than one one MCDM MCDM model model within within the the DSS DSS framework framework is is lacking. lacking. Existing Existing research, research, though though limited, limited, reveals reveals that that the the mixed-modeling mixed-modeling approach approach in in the the DSS DSS environment environment may may perform perform better better than than single single MCDM MCDM models. models. Finally, Finally, the the role role of of the the MCDM MCDM models models in in the the DSS DSS environment environment is is explicated. explicated. It It has has been been pointed pointed out out that that the the MCDM MCDM models models allow allow consideration consideration of of the the decision decision maker's maker's subjective subjective evaluation, evaluation, which which is is often often crucial crucial in in decision decision problems. problems. It It has has been been argued argued that that because because of of their their inherent inherent characteristics characteristics of of "letting "letting the the man man in" in" these these models models can can and and should should playa playa very very important important role role in in building building decision-support decision-support systems. systems.
APPENDIX: APPENDIX:
Theoretical Theoretical Basis Basis of of the the MLH MLH Model Model
The The MLH MLH model model is is based based on on the the notion notion of of threshold threshold concept. concept. The The concept concept of of in in dividual dividual threshold threshold tolerance, tolerance, which which is is fundamental fundamental to to the the MLH MLH model, model, is is defined defined in in the the context context of of individual individual behavior. behavior. The The threshold threshold tolerance tolerance is is assumed assumed to to be be a a rel rel are are are globally globally globally optimal, optimal, optimal, these these these solutions solutions solutions are are are precise precise precise aggregate aggregate aggregate estimators estimators estimators of of of Tj • gation gation gation is is is to to to be be be affected, affected, affected, the the the information information information processed processed processed by by by two two two or or or more more more individuals individuals individuals must must must be be be compatible. compatible.
compatible. Hence, Hence, Hence, the the the standardized standardized standardized individual individual individual value value value is is is defined defined defined as as as a a a real real real number number number in the the the sample, sample, sample, and and and zero zero zero indicates indicates indicates that that that the the the alternative alternative alternative has has has been been been evaluated evaluated evaluated with with with respect respect respect to to to no no no attributes. attributes. attributes. After After After an an an individual individual individual implies implies implies his his his cut cut cut point point point (threshold (threshold (threshold tolerances) tolerances) tolerances) for for for the the the first first first ranked ranked ranked attribute attribute attribute to to to the the the alternatives, alternatives, alternatives, the the the set set set of of of alter alter alter len, len, natives natives natives (which (which (which mayor mayor mayor may may may not not not be be be reduced) reduced) reduced) is is is denoted denoted denoted by by by J(n, 1). 1). 1). In In In general, general, general, after after after the the the
l(n,K). l(n,K).
application application application of of of the the the first first first K K K ranked ranked ranked attributes, attributes, attributes, the the the set set set is is is J(n,K Til are are
Consider Consider now now the the definition definition of of these these sets sets (2), (2), where where the the individual individual tolerances tolerances T;' replaced replaced by by estimates estimates of of the the distribution distribution parameters parameters Ti' Ti' The The application application of of the the parameter parameter estimates estimates to to the the individual individual data data will will simulate simulate the the evaluation evaluation process process for for a a set set of of individuals, individuals, and and the the definition definition of of the the resulting resulting sets sets of of alternatives alternatives remaining. remaining. Equations Equations (1) (I) and and (2a) (2a) indicate indicate that that the the individual, individual, having having assessed assessed the the set set of of available available alternatives, alternatives, determines determines a a set set of of tolerances tolerances associated associated with with each each attribute attribute of of the the alternatives. alternatives. These These criteria criteria for for acceptance acceptance are are based based upon upon his his perception perception of of the the best best available available alternatives. alternatives. This This premise premise is is similar similar to to an an ideal ideal point point model model in in which which the the ideal ideal point point is is a a composite composite of of the the best best available available alternatives. alternatives. The
The formulation formulation of of the the MLH MLH model model is is discussed discussed in in [13] [13] . .
